
There are many other medical issues and life chal-

lenges that individuals with Down syndrome

face—such as heart ailments, Alzheimer’s, vision and

hearing loss—many of the same conditions prevalent

among the general population. Scientists have

recently determined that research efforts in Down

syndrome can also unlock answers to these diseases

affecting the general population.

In November 2003, on behalf of our daughter, and

our family, and in partnership with Duke Children’s

Hospital and Health Center, we founded Anna’s Angels,

the Anna Michelle Merrills Foundation for Down

Syndrome Research. The foundation focuses on

raising funds primarily directed toward seed grant

funding in Down syndrome research. In just under

three years, we have raised over $180,000.

The foundation started with an annual gala. In our

first year, we raised $17,000. The second year of the

gala, we raised over $30,000. Our third annual gala this

past April raised $80,000. As the foundation grew, we

realized that we needed to branch into other events.

We were honestly shocked by the success of the

annual galas and incredibly thankful for the kindness

in donations that the local population has provided.

As success in raising funds came, so did the realization

that we could do so much more.

We have sponsored several new events this year,

including a tennis tournament at Prestonwood

Country Club (now an annual event) and a Play-a-Thon

at My Gym. We designed a bracelet that represents

the foundation, and Ivy Cottage hosted a bracelet

unveiling celebration.

We are extremely excited about our newest event:

the Anna’s Angels 10 Miler and 5K presented by

Raleigh Running Outfitters. In deciding on a race, we

feel like we have created an event that is healthy,

promotes well-being, and at the same time raises

funds for a very important cause.

The inaugural Anna’s Angels 10 Miler and 5K on

October 8 will be run in Research Triangle Park. The

race course is a fast, relatively flat course, mostly on

four-lane roads.

As a recreational runner, I run several times a
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A Powerful Run for an Angel
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On June 13, 2001, my daughter, Anna, was born with Down syndrome, a chromosomal

abnormality that occurs once in approximately 733 live births. In November 2002, my

family received the devastating news that Anna had acute myeloid leukemia (AML). We

had known from her birth that she had a higher risk to contract this type of cancer.

Through the difficult time of chemotherapy and recovery, we got to know how incred-

ibly strong our little girl is, and we also learned a lot about both Down syndrome and

AML. We were amazed at how little is known about the two conditions and how they

are related. For instance, children with Down syndrome who develop this type of

leukemia have a much higher cure rate from the cancer than children without Down

syndrome—but no one knows why.

AS SUCCESS IN RAISING FUNDS CAME,
SO DID THE REALIZATION THAT WE
COULD DO SO MUCH MORE.
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week—usually in the 3-mile range. I was certain I would not be able to

handle the 10-mile distance. That is, until one unusually cool June

afternoon. I was going to go out for a 6-mile run, which would be the

longest distance I have done. That morning, I woke up to my daughter,

Anna, looking at me as I lay in bed, huge smile on her face, saying “Good

morning, Mommy!” I knew I could do it—and I did. As I increase my

distance, I often look back to the challenges my little girl went through

as well as the challenges she faces. And then I

think about her smile. All of a sudden, I realize that

getting ready for a 10-mile run is pretty easy.

My goal for my daughter is to have the opportu-

nity to lead as normal and happy a life as she can,

with the recognition that there most likely will be

some health challenges along the way. As I want

for my other two children, I want her to attend

school (and hopefully college), make friends, and

be accepted in society as I see her: as a beautiful

little girl. With the funds we raise through the

foundation, I hope that I am giving that hope a

better chance of becoming a reality. Not just for

Anna, but for all people with Down syndrome.

I hope I get a chance to meet many of you at

the race. It will be a great day of friendship and a

good bit of exercise!

Michelle Pfeiffer earned degrees in Business Management and
Communication at North Carolina State University, and she earned her
Master’s degree in Business Administration from Meredith College in
1996.   Michelle’s husband is an attorney in Raleigh and she now has
three children – Andrew (6), Anna (5), and Ashley (3).  She is the
Director of Anna’s Angels, The Anna Michelle Merrills Foundation for
Down Syndrome Research which was established in partnership with
Duke Children’s Hospital and Health Center in 2003.  The Foundation
has raised over $180,000 in funds for seed grant research in Down
syndrome research.


